
REVIEW.

" An Epitome of Homœopathic Practice, compiled chiefly from Jahr, Ruck-
ert, Beauvais, 8fC." By J. T. Curtis, M.D.,and J. Lillie. M.D.

This is a small work, on a small science, by a pair of small writers.
The science, displayed in its pages, can be characterized by no other word
than that so often used by tbe founder of the system—infinitesimal ; and
were we disposed to show with how small an amount of brains this world
of bipeds may be doctored, as well as " governed," we should doubtless
point to the authors of this " Manual " in illustration of our meaning.
The preface is taken up with showing that no dependence whatever

can be placed upon Jahr's " New Manual of Homœopathic Medicine,"
as translated—a fact which was pretty well understood already ; but its
worthlessness is not occasioned by the errors of the translator, but owing
to the circumstance that it is a pure work of fiction ; it not even possess-
ing the merit, which many such works have, namely, that of being found-
ed on fact. In proof of our assertion, we need only refer to the articles
" Actea," p. 23, with its six closely-printed pages of symptoms ;
"Aquilegia," p. 61, with its three pages of symptoms ; '•' Chenopodi-
um, p. 140, with its five pages ; and " Nigella," p. 253, with its five pages,
also, of all the symptoms and combinations of symptoms, which the imagi-
nation could possibly conceive, with many others ; for who could have be-
lieved that Jahr himself allows that the symptoms under these and many
other articles, have all been "forged." In his preface to his " New
Homoeopathic Pharmacopoeia and Posology," translated by Dr. Kitchin,
of Philadelphia (page 14), Jahr remarks, " we have not hesitated to give
admission to the medicines of which Dr. Fickel (Heyne, Hoffbaner, &tc.)
has published the imaginary or forged Pathogenetic effects ; for
how ridiculous soever it might have been to admit them into the materia
medica," &c. After enumerating nine different articles, and some of
them those on which the homœopathic prescribers have hitherto chiefly
relied, he adds, " all that has been published on these substances, in the
French homœopathic journals, should be totally rejected, since they are

but the translations of erroneous publications, as above mentioned."
This precious confession furnishes a clue to one of the mysteries connect-
ed with this occult art. Many persons have wondered how it was that so
many thousands of the most violent symptoms could be produced by
some of the most inert substances, many of which are not known to pro-
duce any effects whatever, in any appreciable dose; why, for example,

.

simple carbonate of lime could produce six pages of symptoms—charcoal
as many more—sponge, silex and sulphur, each, as many more, &ic. ; the
secret, however, is now revealed—these German transcendentalists have
been amusing themselves by drawing up imaginary systems of materia
medica, and fools or knaves enough have been found, who were willing to
take their systems upon trust, without so much as putting a single article
to the test of actual trial, on a person in a state of health ; although a
mite of common sense would have shown these gentry that there was

not, and could not be, a single well-established fact in the whole farrago
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of stuff, so pompously published forth as systems of homœopathic ma-teria medica. The practitioners of this school have again and again
been challenged to produce upon the healthy, any one of the thou-
sand symptoms laid down in their books ; but have they accepted the
challenge ? Not they—and nothing would they deprecate so much as
such a test. Take, for example, " oarbo-vegetabilis," or vegetable char-
coal. Now, there is not any variety of pain, anguish and suffering,
whether bodily or mental, which is not laid down by Jahr (p. 127) asproduced by this inert substance ; and its effects, moreover, he states, last
"about forty days" ! Among these symptoms, are " rheumatic drawingand tearing in the limbs," " wrenching pain in the limbs," " burning
pains in the limbs and bones," " influenza," "cholera," "palsy," "lame-ness," " great weakness in the joints," " neltlerash," " scabies," " chil-blains," " stinking ulcers," " toothache," " headache," " pain in the
eyes," " sore throat," " earache," " pain in the nose," " pain in the
stomach," he. In short, every organ and every part of the system is
affected in every possible manner by infinitesimal doses of charcoal, and
the language is absolutely tortured to express the varieties of suffering
and pain to which they are subjected. The same remark will apply to
sulphur, sponge, silex, and in fact to every other article whose effects are
pretended to be recorded.
Now we ask Dr. Capen, or even the authors of this silly manual, do

you believe these statements ? If not, are you justified in placing re-
liance on anything which you find in these systems of materia medica ?
If twenty pages of symptoms have been forged, how do you know but
that all is of the same character? Drs. Fickell, Heyne and Hoffbaner
stand high on the list of homœopathic authors; but if they don't hesitate to
"forge," what dependence is to be placed upon the others? Those who
are honestly inquiring after the truth in this matter, we beg leave to re-
fer to a work of Dr. Joerg, of Leipsic, published in 1825, entitled
" Materialien zu einer kunptigen, Heilmittellebre durch bersuclie," &c,
or, " Materials to serve for a future System of Materia Medica." Dr.
Joerg went through a systematic series of experiments with the leadingarticles of the materia medica, with the view of ascertaining their effects
upon the healthy tissues, upon twenty-seven different individuals, all in
good health, and of regular and temperate habits. Each remedy was ad-
ministered in different doses to different individuals, or at different periods,
and the effects produced by a given dose of an article upon each person
are separately expressed, great care being observed not to confound the
results obtained by the administration of different doses to the same or
to different individuals. The results are contained in the work above
mentioned. It contains the experiments made by the Society upon the
effects of nitre, cherry-laurel ivater, ivater of bitter almonds, valerian,
serpentaria, arnica, mustard, camphor, musk, castor, St. Ignatius Bean,assafœtida, opium, digitalis, iodine, he. Now, on comparing the results
of these experiments, which have universally been received as in the high-
est degree worthy of confidence, we find that they bear no resemblance
whatever to those laid down by Hahnemann, Jahr, and the authors of
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this Manual, as produced by the same articles. Those who wish to
run out the comparison, may consult the tenth volume of the American
Journal of Medical Sciences (p. 150), where a synopsis of Joerg's expe-
riments will be found. No candid person can rise from making such a

comparison without a full conviction that the whole homœopathic materia
medica, like the portions already acknowledged to be so, have been
" forged " after the manner of Heyne, Hoffbaner h Co.
But to return to the work in hand. We should like to be informed on

what ground the authors, in compiling this work, have selected some

symptoms and rejected others, all of which rested on the same foundation.
They cannot plead in defence that they have given those which are most
essential, since they insist upon the necessity of " looking at the totality
of the symptoms both in the drug and the disease." If this is necessary
then the " totality " must be given, and they become false guides to the
practitioner.
As to doses, they recommend " the higher forms of the medicines, as

these in a majority of cases will be found sufficient. Should such milder
preparations prove inadequate, it will be safer to resign the treatment to
more experienced hands " .'
Under " Lachesis " we find a long catalogue of symptoms. This

stands for the poison of the " lance-headed viper " (trigonocephalus
lachesis), obtained by pressing the small sacs contained in the upper jaw
of these reptiles. It seems that we are indebted to Dr. Herring, of Phila-
delphia, for the introduction of this elegant medicine into use. The fears,
however, which we might otherwise entertain of its violent effects, are in
a good degree allayed by the following remark of Jahr in his " Posology,"
p. 222. " The poison of the lance-headed viper, as well as the rattle
snake, has this in particular, that it may be swallowed without inconve-
nience." We therefore look for brilliant achievements with the viper
poison.Reader ! dost thou wish to be still more enlightened as to the pathoge-
netic effects of various remedies ? Take we then common carbonate of
magnesia. Messrs. Curtis h Lillie, in the plenitude of their editorial
authority, have expurgated much of the romance which we find in Jahr
under this article, such as its effects in " producing many and anxious
dreams, with talking in sleep," " spasmodic tension in the middle finger-
joints," &c. ; but even yet, for our consolation, we are told that it will
produce " somnolence, gluing of the eye-lids," " black spots before the
eyes," " hardness of hearing," " dry coriza ! which allows breathing by
the mouth only ;" " constipation "/ " fits of tearing in the shoulder,"
and "stiffness of the nape of the trunk " / Such are a few of the mar-
vels which we are to believe simple magnesia will produce on a person inhealth. What, then, can it not do in disease? Why, of course, it will
cure these very symptoms, that is, if there is any truth in homœopathy !
Carbonate of soda is also a most wonderful drug—it acts on every organin the body and in every possible way. It produces, we are told, an
" insurmountable desire of sleeping by clay, with late sleeping at night,
and late waking in the morning " .' " lively dreams," " despondency,"
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'•'disquietude, with fits of anguish," "dislike of society," "hypochon-
dria," " easily frightened," " weakness of intellect" (this is doubtless on
the similia similibus principle—-like doctor, like patient). Nutmeg has
generally been considered as a very good stomachic and cordial ; but how
horrified will many be to learn that it will cause " malignant fever with
putrid and bloody diarrhoea," " shooting, tearing toothache," " bloating
of abdomen," "double tertian fever," "hoarseness and catarrh," &;c.
By the way, there is another singular circumstance, which we have no-
ticed in running our eyes over this work ; there appears to be but very
slight correspondence between the curative and pathogcnetic symptoms,
which ought, according to homœopathic doctrine, to correspond. That is,
the symptoms which any medicine causes, it ought to cure. Now, if we
turn to " Sarsaparilla," we find the pathogenetic effects as follows.

Pathogcnetic. Curative.
" Scabs on face ; continual nau- " Gouty pains, with diminution

sea, with unavailing desire to of urine ; constipation, with fre-
vomit ; cold feet." quent desire of urinating ; gravel.
No w we are at a loss to see what correspondence there is between

these two sets of symptoms. According to the homœopathic hypothesis,
if sarsaparilla causes "scabs on the face," it ought not to cure "gouty
pains;" if it causes "nausea," it should not relieve "constipation;"
nor is it easy to see how its power of causing "cold feet" acts in the
removal of "gravel." Where is the similia similibus in all this ? The
same want of correspondence runs through the whole book. Moreover^
if the homœopathic theory be true, we cannot see the necessity of record-
ing two sets of symptoms ; for as the medicine must necessarily cure
those which it will produce, it certainly can only be necessary to state the
latter. But unfortunately, we find, on examining, that in nine cases out
of ten, the symptoms which the medicine is represented as capable of
curing, bear no resemblance to those which it causes !—another fact to
prove that the cures are effected by the efforts of nature, and that the
medicine has no agency whatever in the matter.
But while poor Sarsaparilla is turned offwith four lines, " Sepia " claims

three and a half pages. We should like to know of a pain or an ache
which this article is not said to produce, whether moral or physical. We
pity the man, whoever he was, on whom the experiments were made,
and these thousands of symptoms wrought out. The torture of the in-
quisition, the bastinado, the rack, were mere child's play, compared with
what this poor devil had to endure. Messrs. Curtis h Lillie do not

deign to tell us what doses of cuttle-fish juice sufficed to produce these
terrible effects ; but Dr. Herring, in his preface to Jahr's " Manual,"
states, that the experiments were made with the "small doses" (i. e.,
the infinitesimal !). It seems, however, that the patient, who submitted
to the trial (was it done in punishment of some State offence, as criminals
are sent to the Bohon Upas tree, of Java, or was it done for the pure
love of martyrdom ?), felt " a burning pain in all parts of the body," "a
jerking in his limbs, and twitching in his muscles," " restlessness and
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throbbing throughout the body," " hysterical weakness and fainting,"
" excoriation in his joints," " frightful dreams," " sadness," " anguish,"
" disgust at life " (no wonder !), " giddiness, with the feeling of a ball in
the head," " sick headache," " inability to open the eyes," " drawing and
tearing," " head bursting open," " trembling and shocks," " moist scabs,"
&c. he. he., every organ in the body being the seat of the most excru-
ciating anguish, represented by such terms as " cutting," " rending,"
" drawing," " burning," " tearing," pains, and this through six mortal
pages. Whether the man survived, we are not told ; but, for our part,
if the book is true (and, as Matthews used to say, " What '11 you lay its
a lie ?"), we believe that to have wrought out the results therein record-
ed, must have used up more men than the thirty years' war in Germany.
Now, we had no idea that this " cuttle-fish juice " was such a concen-
tration of lightning, as it turns out to be. Why, it has.generally been sup-
posed by naturalists, that the fish was armed with this inky fluid, for the
purpose of ejecting it in the face and eyes of its pursuer, and then es-

caping in the darkness it has created ; but if it causes as many ailments
among the finny tribe, as it seems to do in the human family, then we

may regard the cuttle-fish as armed with a more formidable weapon of
offence and defence, than any other animal in the realm of nature !

Pass we on to " Silex "—an article, certainly, we should not, a priori^
suppose to be very formidable. A glance at Messrs. Curtis h Lillie's
four pages of symptoms will dispel this illusion, and these are but a small
portion, as usual, of those contained in Jahr. Passing over all the others,
we will merely quote some of the symptoms which flint-stone is said to cause
in the extremities :—" tearing in arms ; paralytic weakness in arms ; whit-
low ; weakness and stiffness in fingers ; pressure, tearing and shooting in
muscles of thighs; boils on thighs; tearings in knee; cramps in calves;
cold feet ; swelling of feet ; fetid sweat of feet ; ulcer on great toe " !
What a miracle that we escape so many evils, seeing that we all swallow,
daily, more or less silex in the water which we drink !
Hellebore must be a singular kind of drug, according to our authors, for

while it causes "dozing," "silent melancholy," and "deep-colored
urine," it cures " burying head in the pillow " !—p. 58.
Such is the learned trifling in which men will indulge who have either

thrown aside their common sense, or never had any. On looking over
Jahr's " New Pharmacopoeia and Posology " we find he gives a list of,
and describes, three hundred and ten different articles, one hundred and
ten of which, he says, " are not yet admitted into treatises on materia
medica, though they have been placed in the German Pharmacopoeias."
The fact is, we suspect, that these one hundred and ten belong to the
" imaginary pharmacopoeia " manufactured by the celebrated writers of
fiction, Messrs. " Heyne, Hoffbaner h Co.," most of which the com-

pilers of the " Epitome " have omitted. They give us only one hundred
and three different articles, though Jahr in bis " New Manual " gives
us two hundred ; and, what is remarkable, all these, with the exception
of two or three, are used in the common practice of medicine. To carry
out the humbug, a la Hoffbaner Sf Co., a list of antidotes is paraded in
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the front of the book, for the purpose of " controlling or destroying the
effects if the medicine be so powerful as to require interference." But
we are told that it is all-important that " the agent employed should hold
a strictly homœopathic relation to the case. A seeming exception to this
rule is indeed to be found in instances where the deleterious agent has
been swallowed in doses, so large as to require évacuants or chemical re-
agents—this practice, in conformity with the generally misapplied, yet
sound rule, ' tolle causarn,' is never neglected by the rational physician,
but it should be borne in mind that the dynamic alterations produced by
drugs, almost always require subsequent treatment which should be purely
homœopathic"! It is unnecessary to say that the "removal of the
cause," constitutes no part of the homœopathic treatment, for Hah-
nemann has laid down the principle which has been adopted and acted
upon by all his disciples, " the physician has nothing more to do than de-
stroy the totality of the symptoms, in order to effect a simultaneous re-
moval of the internal change—that is, to annihilate the disease itself."—
(Organon.) Messrs. Curtis h Lillie, however, violate this principle
when they direct " évacuants or chemical re-agents " in cases where
large doses of a deleterious agent have been swallowed, for these must, as
a matter of course, act upon the principle of " contraria contrariis," and
not of " similia similibus." But we are to consider this, it appears, as
a mere " seeming exception," and not a real one ; it is all on the prin-
ciple that like cures like ! If an emetic is given to remove a poison from
the stomach, the hydrated per oxide of iron as an antidote to arsenic, or
chalk to neutralize some of the mineral acids, we are to believe that
these are only " seeming exceptions " to the rule similia similibus, and
not real ! But if there are instances of the removal of drug diseases
on the " contraria " principle, as all must admit, then why may not na-
tural diseases be cured in the same manner? But there is no use in at-
tempting to reason this matter with those whose infinitesimal supply of
common sense has been swamped in the stagnant fens of " similia "—
these men have only room enough in their crania for one idea at a time,
and as long as this one has a location there, there is no use in undertaking
to crowd in others. If our Siamese-twin compilers are not in this predica-
ment, and entirely under the influence of a false theory, they could see,
if they have any practice, which we much doubt, that they have to go
continually against their rule " similia," and yet have not wit enough to
perceive it. Passing by poisons and their antidotes, the operation of which
is opposed to their rule, bow do they act in case of fracture, or rupture of
a bloodvessel ? In the first instance do they not act contrarily to the mor-
bid symptoms of mobility by applying splints to the limb, in order to en-
sure to it the opposite state of fixity and rest? If an artery had been
severed, would they not tie it up and oppose the haemorrhage, according
to the rule " contraria " ? or would they take measures to increase it, ac-
cording to " similia " ? And thus Hahnemann himself violates his own
principle on every page, for besides recommending " antidotes to several
poisons ; alkalies against mineral acids ; liver of sulphur against metallic
poisons; coffee, camphor and ipecacuanha against poison by opium," Sic,
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he remarks, " in urgent and dangerous cases, or in diseases that have
just broken out in persons who were previously in health, such as asphyxiaby lightning, suffocation, freezing, drowning, &c, it is proper, in the first
instance, at least, to reanimate the feeling and irritability by tbe aid of
palliatives, such as slight electric shocks, injections of strong coffee, stimu-lating odors, warmth," &.c.—thus acting contrarily to the morbid state
by stimulants, and in the most direct manner, producing an opposite state,
according to the rule " contraria." Rau, a somewhat celebrated homoe-
opath, has honesty enough to confess this, for in his 59th proposition, he
says, " The salutary effect obtained by means of antipathic remedies,
in asphyxias, ought to encourage us to administer them in other analogous
cases, in preference to homœopathic remedies, in order to provoke at first
a re-action." But we have not space to dwell on this part of the sub-
ject ; the reader can draw his own conclusions as to the honesty of the
reverend compilers, one of whom, at least, was but lately employed in
dealing out infinitesimal doses of theology, to a congregation of allopaths.
We are aware that we have devoted much more space to this starveling

compilation than it deserves ; the only merit it has, is that of showing thatJahr's " Manual " is a poor affair, and not to be depended upon. There is
one remedy which we are somewhat surprised to find omitted by our Castor
and Pollux, as it is one which they have the reputation of having em-

ployed in some cases of deficient animal heat—we mean " cutis ovium,"
vulgo sheep skin. In a case of paraplegia, which, by accident, fell under
the treatment of our compilers, it was recommended, we are told, to pur-
chase a flock of sheep, keep them in a yard adjacent to the sick man's
house, and occasionally flay one of them alive, and wrap the extremities
in the warm envelope. The prescription was followed, the sheep were
procured, and thus the principle of " similia " carried out ; for it appears
to* have been "like" all round. None can doubt of the application so
far as the prescribers were concerned, and the patient must certainly have
possessed similar sheep-like qualities to have submitted to the remedy.

SLEEPLESSNESS.\p=m-\MR. GOURLAY'S CASE CONTINUED.
To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Sir,—You have heard of my sleeping two hours ; and wish, for publi-cation, a detail of circumstances, which I now furnish.
June 16, the British steamer being to sail, I was employed from day-

light till noon, writing and despatching letters. Ten minutes past 12,
the last was mailed. I then ran to a newspaper office, purchased the
paper of that day, and mailed it also.
By this time the President of the United States was approaching ; andI stood, in heavy rain, till the procession had passed the post office. Af-

ter that, I was engaged with business till near two o'clock,—sometimes
in, sometimes out of doors, and got drenched. Returning home, I put
off my wet clothes, and went to dinner at half past 2 o'clock. About 3
I retired to my bed-room ; sat down to read, having pulled off my coat
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